E-DPSO Algorithm Design and Demonstration about Dynamic Selection and Merging Process of ac-Service Flow
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Abstract—Based on the research and development about Web service, the business platform topology of ac-service flow is deepened from architecture-centric perspective. For Web service’s dynamic composition and self-adaptation meeting user requirement, architecture-centric merging among flows is put forward, in order to get this goal, optimizing previous flow granularities’ selection and composition. To satisfy flexible building and mapping of flows, the evolution algorithm E-DPSO based on discrete particle Swarm is designed. With dynamic character of service composition and the integrity of flow sequence, ac-service flow’s implementation strategy is given and finished demonstration. ac-service flow is viewed as the business organization clue, the platform framework structure of service implementation process is built for planning and decision-making.
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I. WEB SERVICES AND SERVICE FLOW

As a new type of Web application mode, Web service has seen significant development in recent years, its high interoperability, cross-platform and loose coupling is the basic technology of software architecture. How to composite all kinds of Web services, and finish selecting and merging among service flows adaptively, in order to form new topology structure, satisfy the timely requirement for different users and achieve architecture goal with value-added difficult service structure, which is the development application requirement and R&D difficulty of platform[1].

Under normal circumstances, we call this model as service flow, that consists of multiple service granularities, every service granularity includes its own goal, implementation sequence, participation roles and collaboration services etc, but not establish specific service’s instances. In the Web environment, how to select the service instances satisfying architecture goal and implementation dynamically, form a executable composting service sequences, and adjust service flow topology adaptively, which is the key implementation issues of architecture-centric business[2, 3].

II. RELATED WORK

BPEL4WS（Business Process Execution Language for Web Services）[4] and EFLOW[5] are the static and dynamic technology supporting for Web service composition, but the dynamic semantic evolution of flow has not been effectively demonstrated, and this is an effective supporting factors of adaptive service composition. About standard workflow’s implementation, state calculus and formal characterization of dynamic semantics is the strong supplement about effective logical flow. Early, researchers construct service composition process by Petri[6] theory, with the help of corresponding composition mode, service granularities are associated and extended by Petri. In addition, the use of process algebra[7], Pi calculus[8] and OWL-S[9] describe the mapping relationship between service granularities and model topology rules to better achieve unambiguous understanding of flow’s services.

On the autonomous Web service composition, reference[10] proposed ontology-based intention-behavior-realization mechanism, but, there is no demonstration for adaptive requirement logic about composition topology supported by semantic and dynamic description. Reference [11] demonstrated realizing action, execution, projection and planning for service composition sequences, and discussed and evolved the topology process for open architecture, this dynamic description logic provided effective way to the modeling, reasoning, service discovery and adaptive scheduling[12]. Meanwhile, reference [13] extended this kind of dynamic description, and combining the
researching results of Pratt about dynamic proposition logic, it proposed the dynamic extended description logic-EDDX(X) from the implementation process and result of service composition actions, and completes semantic redefinition and dynamic composition.

These researching methods are based on two ideas: QoS-based semantic description and QoS-based on computing process. The computing process based on QoS attributes can achieve the whole controlling of architecture-centric goal for local composition services[14]. Based on composition service theory and composition service QoS model. Reference [14] provided a new genetic algorithm by using matrix codes, and selected services from optimal process perspective.

PSO( Particle Swarm Optimization) is an evolutionary algorithm, which retains and uses the position and velocity information during evolving process. Based on the granularities’ intention-oriented characters about goal, PSO achieves aggregation from individual particles to granularity group, so it is called intention variant[15] and migration, it improves the convergence speed of individual particles. PSO concept is simple, easy implementation, with less relevant parameters, it can effectively optimize tasks[16]. Reference [3] designed three kinds of velocities calculating operators and a kind of position evolution equation, its implementation shows that this algorithm can better solve whole convergence with high performance.

III. DYNAMIC SERVICE’S SELECTION OF SERVICE FLOW

3.1 ac-Service Flow

On the ac-service flow, this thesis concerns the following points: architecture-centric constraint goal mechanism, service granularities, logical topology based on service composition, improving the adaptive ability for service composition, achieving the unification. For the completion of the selection, this thesis inherits the corresponding model logic of business, rules and task composition modes in workflow, evolves the service flow topology, the generating process of ac-service flow is showed in Fig.1, and needs four parts:

(1) ac-Goal. It is the media constructor(architecture Decision-making mechanism) and combined of the three sub structures: Web Service Logic, Business Requirement and QoS Parameter. Architecture decision-making analyzes the above three part data and gets ac-Goal, this constructor is the organic thinking structure that service is the basic decision-making granularities.

(2) Service Topology Rules. Service topology is a set of underlying logic relationships, but also the support structure of decision-making basis. If there is topology to satisfy ac-Goal, and it is accepted candidate relationship. If not, architecture accepts decision-making mechanism to build new service granularities’ applying, architecture-centric platform finishes generating new services’ topology and expanding service topology sets.

(3) Sub-Goal Collection. The implementation process of ac-Goal needs to divided goal and forms sub-goal set, furthermore, architecture achieves the parallel sequences of ac-service flow about goal.

(4) Flow Topology Rules. This is a set of underlying topology rules, based on service composition topology and sub goals, it builds service flow to meet ac-Goal. Service flow topology includes two parts: service granularities and service relationships.

3.2 The Decision-making and Selection of Service

About he constraint rules of requirements of Service Topology Rules, Sub-Goal Collection, Flow Topology Rules and QoS properties, about Service Topology Rules, Sub-Goal Collection and Flow Topology Rules, ac-Goal calculates every quality property with Formula 1. Before the calculation, it is needed to the data of quality properties. This thesis uses the method in reference[16], formula 1 can dispose negative attributes(greater value, lower quality, such as response time), formula 2 is used to dispose positive attributes(greater value, more high quality, such as availability). Among them, and stand for for former and latter unified value of some quality properties, and stand for the maximum and minimum values of this quality properties respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_i &= \begin{cases} 
    \frac{q_{\text{max}} - q_i}{q_{\text{max}} - q_{\text{min}}} & q_{\text{max}} \neq q_{\text{min}} \\
    1 & q_{\text{max}} = q_{\text{min}} \end{cases} \quad \text{formula 1} \\
    v_i &= \begin{cases} 
    \frac{q_i - q_{\text{min}}}{q_{\text{max}} - q_{\text{min}}} & q_{\text{max}} \neq q_{\text{min}} \\
    1 & q_{\text{max}} = q_{\text{min}} \end{cases} \quad \text{formula 2}
\end{align*}
\]
IV. ARCHITECTURE-CENTRIC MERGING LOGIC OF SERVICE FLOW

Architecture-centric goal achieves flow’s monitoring and information’s capturing, service flow is consistent with the traditional workflow structure, showed in Fig. 2.

The merging logic of service flow can be made from these four basic models, while QoS’s calculation of merging is a QoS calculation method about participation flow, every sf-QoS of flow can be gotten based ib traditional service composition’s QoS formula[17, 18], here is not repeated and sf-QoS of service flow is as the basic value to be calculated.

Sf-QoS can be reflected on functionality and non-functional properties about architecture-centric service platform, including:

1. Response Time sf-T: it is the length of time that service flow completes requested services about sub-goals.
2. Implementation Cost sf-C: It is the produced consumption of service flow driven sub-goals.
3. Availability sf-A: It is the probability of successful integration of gotten service flow about sub-goals.
4. Right sf-R: It is the whole evaluation formed by service flow’s transactions in a certain period.
5. Goal Matching sf-M: It is the matching degree of service flow’s implementation goal about sub-goals, which determines the extent of the flow’s deployment.

Supposing sf is the service flow after having merged, cs is the service flow involved in merging flow, QoS values of sf and cs are defined as:


Merging forms about different service flows is corresponding to different conversion processes.

![Fig.2 (1) Sequence Merging](image1)

- ![Fig.2 (2) Selection Merging](image2)
- ![Fig.2 (3) Concurrence Merging](image3)

Note: $P_i$ is the selected probability about branch in merging structure of service flow, is the circle scheduling numbers of participation service sub-flows.

According to different properties of merging and QoS property calculating process in TABLE 1, the comprehensive quality of service flow will be derived.

Dynamical scheduling algorithm of service flow’s merging is described as:

DynamicServiceFlowMergeSchedule( )

Input: subServiceFlowList; ac-Goal; wholeServiceFlowTopology;

Input: ServiceCarrierList[][]//One-dimensional

TABLE 1: CONVERSION PROCESS OF SERVICE FLOW’S MERGING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Merging</th>
<th>Selection Merging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$sf - T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} cs - T_i$</td>
<td>$sf - T = k \times cs - T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sf - C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} cs - C_i$</td>
<td>$sf - C = k \times cs - C_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sf - A = \prod_{i=1}^{n} cs - A_i$</td>
<td>$sf - A = \prod_{i=1}^{n} cs - A_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sf - R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} cs - R_i$</td>
<td>$sf - R = (cs - R_i)^k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sf - M = \prod_{i=1}^{n} cs - M_i$</td>
<td>$sf - M = \prod_{i=1}^{n} (cs - M_i)^k$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
address stands for its owner service sub-flows, two dimensional address stands for service’s implementation loads.

Output: CompositeServiceFlowTopology[i];
subServiceFlowRelationship[i][j];

Begin
(1) sSFL_length=length(subServiceFlowList); //Get the number of service sub-flows.
(2) wholeServiceFlowTopology=Topology(ac-Goal); //Get the whole flow’s topology requirement by goal.
(3) CompositeServiceFlowTopology[] =null;
(4) subServiceFlowRelationship[i][j]=null; //Step (2) and (3) initialize service flow’s structure that is completed to merge.
(5) j=1;
(6) while i<= sSFL_length do
(7) begin
(8) if (Match(subServiceFlowList[i], ac-Goal)); //Matching sub-flows with ac-Goal.
(9) Begin
CompositeServiceFlowTopology[j]=subServiceFlowList[i];
subServiceFlowRelationship[i][j]=Topology(subServiceFlowList[i]);
end //Topology() is the topology relationship linking attributes, it can get the topology sequence of ubServiceFlowList[i].
(10) i+=1;
(11) End
(12) WholeServiceFlow_QoS=null;
(13) m=1; n=1;
(14) while m<=i do
(15) while n<=j do
(16) Begin
(17) Learning(wholeServiceFlowTopology,
subServiceFlowRelationship[i][j]); //Capturing the logical relationships of different sub-flows topology about whole flows.
(18) Case(WholeServiceFlowTopology)
(19) Case Sequence Merging Calculate QoS
WholeServiceFlow_QoS +=QoS break
(20) Case Selection Merging Calculate QoS
WholeServiceFlow_QoS +=QoS break
(21) Case Concurrence Merging Calculate QoS
WholeServiceFlow_QoS +=QoS break
(22) Case Circle Merging Calculate QoS
WholeServiceFlow_QoS +=QoS break
(23) end
(24) Output(CompositeServiceFlowTopology[j])
(25) Output(subServiceFlowRelationship[i][j])
end

IV. ARCHITECTURE-CENTRIC MERGING LOGIC OF SERVICE FLOW

PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization)[19] is a population-based adaptive searching method proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [3]. Inspired by climate cluster activities of birds and fish, replaces the natural selection mechanism with organizing social behavior, collaboration among individual population achieves capturing optimal solution [20].

Reference [4] inherits and develops the QoS normalization method of reference [21], the optimal QoS calculation of flow is also an iterative QoS calculation results about optimal service composition, the value of its sector in [0, 1] are positive indicators (also with a negative index) of the QoS values.

Supposing the cs-QoS indicator of merging service flow i (assuming sf-QoS corresponds to m cs-QoS), the result after normalization is $cs - Q_i$, then fitness function of service flow is defined as $sf = \sum_{i=1}^{m} cs - w_i$. $cs - w_i$ is the weight indicator corresponding to cs-QoS of i merging sub flows, and satisfying $\sum_{i=1}^{m} cs - w_i = 1$.

5.1 Basic Operator of E-DPSO

Definition 1 Optimal Replacement of Merging Flow

Sub flow $CS_i (1 \leq i \leq m)$, $m$ is the number of sub flows that participates service flow’ merging), $s - CS_i$ is the selected service granularity of the $pnd$ generation about $CS_i$, if the selected service granularity of $CS_i$ is $s - CS_{ik}$ in $(p + 1)$nd generation, then $s - CS_{ik} \rightarrow s - CS_{ik}$ is one replacement from $pnd$ to $(p + 1)$nd generation in service flow’s selection and composition, and $s - CS_{ik}$ is named as replaced service granularity, $s - CS_{ik}$ is named as replacing service granularity, it will complete one optimal replacement process of service composition, denoted by $Service_{substitute}(CS_i^{p+1}) = s - CS_{ik}$. From this definition, we are not difficult to draw, if $s - CS_{ik} \equiv s - CS_{ij}$ (for $s - CS_{ik}$ and $s - CS_{ij}$ is completely equivalent), this sub flow implements empty replacement operation.

Similarly, here we define the sub flow’s replacement operation of merging service flow $sf$. Supposing the $ind$ merging sub goal is $sf - subGoal_i (1 \leq i \leq n)$, $n$ is the sub goals’ number formed by $sf$, $CS_{ij}$ is the selected merging sub flow of $sf - subGoal_i$ in $q$ generation, if the selected merging sub flow of $sf - subGoal_i$ in $(q + 1)$ generation is $CS_{ik}$, this
process $cs_k$ is merging sub flows’ replacement process from $q$nd to $(q+1)$nd generation about $sf$, $cs_j$ is called as the replaced merging sub flow, $cs_k$ is the replacing sub flow, denoted by $flow_{\text{substitute}}(sf^{q+1}) = cs_k$. Of course, the sub flow’s replacement also exist empty operation.

**Definition 2** Optimal Replacement Order of Merging Flow

The implementation cluster composed of more service compositions or flow merging replacement is called as flow’s replacement order, its elements’ topology order of cluster have the actual significance about ac-Goal, during the replacement of every generation about participation granularities, velocity is one flow’s replacement order.

**Definition 3** $\alpha$ Optimization Replacement of Merging Flow

$\alpha$ Optimization Replacement of merging sub flow $cs_i (1 \leq i \leq m, m$ is the sub flows’ number of participation service flows’ merging) means to accept $sf-\text{subGoal}$’s adjustment, optimally select by $\alpha$ probability, and complete composition services’ replacement. Such as, $cs_i$ and optimal replacement $s-cs_i \rightarrow s-cs_k$, then $\alpha$ Optimization Replacement ($s-cs_i \rightarrow s-cs_k$) exists several optimization replacement forms:

If $\alpha = 0$, then service composition process of sub flow $cs_i$ does not need service granularities’ replacement, it meets for $Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i) = s-cs_i$. For merging service flow $sf$, $flow_{\text{substitute}}(sf)$ replaces $s$ by $s-cs_k$;

If $\alpha = 1$, $cs_i$ will select service granularity $s-cs_k$, then $Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i) = s-cs_k$. For merging service flow $sf$, $flow_{\text{substitute}}(sf)$ replaces $s$ by $s-cs_k$;

If $0 < \alpha < 1$, uniform distribution on a randomly generated number $sr \sim U(0, 1)$, if $sr \leq \alpha$, and $Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i) = s-cs_k$;

If $0 < \alpha < 1$, uniform distribution on a randomly generated number $sr \sim U(0, 1)$, if $sr \leq \alpha$, and $Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i) = s-cs_k$;

**Definition 4** Optimal $sMax$ Operation of Merging Sub Flow

$cs_i (1 \leq i \leq m, m$ is the sub flows’ number of participation service flows’ merging) has the following replacement operation with coefficient $\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$ and $\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$. $\oplus$ is the operator of $sMax$, then $sMax$ is expressed as:

$sMax (\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i))$

$\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$ =

$\{\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i), \rho \geq \eta$

$sMax\{\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i), \rho \leq \eta$

For the architecture platform, merging service flow is the uniform flow about ac-Goal, there is not $sMax$ operation.

**Definition 5** Optimal $sRank$ Operation of Merging Sub Flow

$cs_i (1 \leq i \leq m, m$ is the sub flows’ number of participation service flows’ merging) has the following replacement operation with coefficient $\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$ and $\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$, $\ominus$ is the operator of $sRank$, then $sRank$ is expressed as:

$sRank (\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i))$

$\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$ =

$\{\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i), \rho \geq \eta$

$sRank\{\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i), \rho \leq \eta$

$sRank$ belongs only to merging sub flow.

**Definition 6** Optimal $sSeq$ Operation of Merging Sub Flow

$cs_i (1 \leq i \leq m, m$ is the sub flows’ number of participation service flows’ merging) has the following replacement operation with coefficient $\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$ and $\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$, $\ominus$ is the operator of $sSeq$, then $sSeq$ is expressed as:

$sSeq (\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i))$

$\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i)$ =

$\{\rho Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i), \rho \geq \eta$

$sSeq\{\eta Service_{\text{_substitute}}(cs_i), \rho \leq \eta$

$sSeq$ belongs only to merging sub flow.

5.2 Inertia Weight $\sigma$ of E-DPSO

About the adjustment optimization of service composition and flows’ merging, E-DPSO needs to give $\sigma$ the corresponding analysis for service flow, here defines as $\sigma$, the main goal of $\sigma$ dynamically adjusts its own value according to ac-Goal and the controlling condition of service flow’s building, in order that the participation services can get the larger weight value when there is more difference between actual values and goal’s realization. During implementing, service flow accepts the adjustment of ac-Goal, when actual weight values is closer to the goal, it may reduce...
automatically, that can promote service granularities or merging sub service flow to complete determining the best location in a smaller scope. The specific analytical formula of $\mathcal{A}$ is:

$$
\mathcal{A} = \begin{cases}
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{value_i - a_i}{value_{i_{max}} - a_i} \times (cs - QoS) + 0.8 \\
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{value_i - a_i}{value_{i_{max}} - a_i} \times (cs - QoS, sf - QoS) \leq 0.6 \\
1.4, \text{Else}
\end{cases}
$$

Formula (1)

In the analytical weight Formula (1) of E-DPSO, $cs - QoS$ of service composition and $sf - QoS$ of merging sub service flows complete convergence, QoS controlled by ac-Goal ensures $\mathcal{A}$ faster close to goal’s adjustment, according to the different operation of service composition and flow merging, QoS values’ replacing selection has two styles: $cs - QoS$ and $sf - QoS$.

$\mathcal{A}$ is gotten during current services’ selection and sub flows’ merging controlled by goal; $a_i$ is the controlling requirement value of ac-Goal by i order; $value_{i_{max}}$ is the possible maximum value. The Definition of $\mathcal{A}$ ensures its value is close to the interval distribution of [0.8, 1.4].

5.3 Optimal Expectation Criteria of E-DPSO

The optimal expectation of E-DPSO: if the ratio $P$ meeting for ac-Goal in architecture services has gotten the higher matching value, ac-Goal optimizes services group. The service flow $i$ with $mnd$ participation sub flows, if existing $q$ sub flows ($0 \leq q \leq n$), every sub flow $sf_d^i$ is empty replacement in $q$ ,

$$
\text{flow}_{substitute}(sf_d^i) = \text{ac-Goal}sf_i - is_{d}, \text{sf} - is_d
$$

is a service instance selected from ac-Goal service topology sequences in random, when expected optimizing granularities of services group, optimal granularities of service flows complete optimal position’s matching. Similarly, about sub service flows’ merging, if sub service flow $j$ with $m$ participation granularities has $s$ services

$$
(0 \leq s \leq m) , \text{ every service } cs_j \text{ in } s \text{ is also empty replacement, then}

service_{substitute}(cs_j) = \text{ac-Goal}cs_j - is_j
$$

$P, q, s$ and the flow weight of ac-Goal directly affect the optimal result of E-DPSO. If the value of $P, q$ and $s$ is too small to confusedly select granularities of architecture, it is to reduce optimal selection of sub flows and sub flows’ merging; While, the value of $P, q$ and $s$ is too large to need more long time to waiting for empty replacement for flow topology’s building and sub services’ composition, that can not effectively achieve expected results of algorithm.

VI. OPTIMAL STRATEGY OF AC-SERVICE FLOW BASED ON E-DPSO

Combining sub service flows’ selection and ac-service flows’ merging, the optimal particle velocity’s formula of E-DPSO is achieved. Based on the analysis result of the fifth part in this paper, we can get the three kinds of velocity formula about $d$ dimension of ac-service flow, as Formula (2), (3) and (4):

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{cs}_j - v_d^{q+1} = \mathcal{A}_{c_{n_{id}}} + c_1 r_1 (P_d - x_d) + c_2 r_2 (P_d - x_d) \\
\text{cs}_j - v_d^{q+1} = \mathcal{A}_{c_{n_{id}}} + c_1 r_1 (P_d - x_d) + c_2 r_2 (P_d - x_d) \\
\text{cs}_j - v_d^{q+1} = \mathcal{A}_{c_{n_{id}}} + c_1 r_1 (P_d - x_d) + c_2 r_2 (P_d - x_d)
\end{align*}
$$

Formula (2), (3) and (4)

$c$ and $r$ stand for the circle and the free particle radius of two particles in service flow. According to Formula (1), (2) and (3), the evolution formula from $q$nd generation to $(q + 1)nd$ about sub service flow $cs_j$:

$$
\text{cs}_j^{q+1} = \text{Goal} flow_{substitute}(cs_j) - v_d^{q+1}
$$

Formula (5)

Ac-service flow’s optimization algorithm based on E-DPSO is described as follows:

STEP1 Initialize sub flows’ participation of ac-service flows, and form particle swarm, ac-Goal gives the initial topology position and any velocity value to every participation sub flow, and estimate $cs - QoS$ and $sf - QoS$:

STEP2 If the building requirement of ac-service flow is interrupted in advance, or ac-Goal captures historical service flow, then turn STEP 8; If ac-service flow is the implementing requirement, turn STEP 3:

STEP3 Based on $cs - QoS$ and $sf - QoS$ , calculate and get $\mathcal{A}$;

STEP4 Estimate $c_1 r_1$ and $c_2 r_2$ , sort $\mathcal{A}$ , $c_1 r_1$ and $c_2 r_2$ in ascending order;

STEP5 For $d$ replacement of sub service flow $cs_j$ , based on Formula (2), (3) and (4), calculate $cs_j - v_d^{q+1}$ ;

STEP6 According to $x_d^{q+1}$ of $cs_j$ , ac-Goal matches and get the fitness about ac-service flow topology rules and building requirement, the fitness is a percentage, if less than 40%, the particle position is updated to position $P_d$ ; if more than 60%, the particle is not replaced; If in the range [0.4, 0.6], ac-Goal selects particles and calculates fitness, iteratively, until calculates the corresponding sub flows of ac-Goal;

STEP7 For all service sets and sub flow sets meeting
for expecting optimization rules, the service composition and sub flows’ merging about ac-Goal calculate the \( d \) replacement velocity of sub flows: \( c_s - v_d = \text{flow}_{\text{substitute}}(x_{q+1}^{q+1}) \). Its topology position is \( x_{id}^{q+1} = \text{flow}_{\text{substitute}}(x_{id}^{q+1}) \), the optimal position is \( P_{id} = \text{Goal}x_{id}^{q+1} \), iteratively, to achieve the optimal topology of ac-service flow, turn STEP (2):

**STEP8** If meeting for service flow’s requirement and the optimal merging process of ac-Goal, then output ac-service flow, or suspend this flow’s requirement. According to the service selection’s rules of the fifth part, sub service flows are selected about particle swarm optimally, iteratively, improve sub flows’ swarm, turn STEP 2.

We can see, the merging process of service flow requires two stages: one is particles’ achievement of sub flows, its time complexity is \( O(m \times n) \). \( O(m) \) is the selection complexity of corresponding service particles, \( O(n) \) is service composition’s complexity of sub services. Another is the merging and building of ac-service flow, its time complexity is \( O(1 \times (k \times Q^3)) \). \( O(I) \) is the selection process of sub service flow, \( O(k \times Q^3) \) is the time complexity about particles’ replacement in sub flows and different particles’ evolution generations, so the whole algorithm’s time complexity is \( O((m \times n) \times I \times (k \times Q^3)) \), its value mainly depends particles’ replacement among generations of sub flow and selection’s complexity.

### VII. Conclusion

This paper designs the adaptive platform that ac-service flow is as the business clue. To achieve this goal, service composition and sub service flow is as the researching points, QoS is protection condition for ensuring flows and business’ optimization, the architecture-centric mechanism has been built that ac-Goal is central adjustment, its key point is to build dynamic optimization process for service composition and flow’s merging.

The innovation of this paper reflects flow’s flexible building and matching for the whole goal, evolving discrete particle swarm algorithm, abstracting service and sub service flow as particle swarm, based on ac-Goal, E-DPSO is proposed, the corresponding material and logical basic is defined and described, rules are demonstrated, and flow is built, the previous granularities’ selection and composition has been analyzed. As the theoretical supporting, this paper analyzes the dynamical properties during service composition or service flows’ merging, gives the architecture-centric implementation strategy of ac-service flow, and completes the relevant demonstration.

The future work: further optimize ac-service flow, improve service library rules of platform, the autonomous analysis logic of sub service flow, merging rule library and flexible capturing and randomly adaptive building about historical service flow topology.
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